
Check your components in the box Email Hello@Mood.design if any parts are missing.

Screw Valance Clip Mounting Brackets (2) Magic Wand

(optional) 
Hold Down Bracket

Headrail Bottomrail Valance ( optional ) 
Valance Return 

( optional ) 
Valance Return Clip

MOOD 
Cordless 
Faux Wood Blind 
Installation 
Guide 

Thank you for choosing MOOD.
This will be easy installation.
You’ll have your room 
transformed in no time!

Helpful tips

a Powerful Drill + a Friend.
A pro-grade drill and wood self drilling screws can 
save you a lot of elbow grease. 
It’s also a lot easier if you do this with another 
person. Ask a friend!

Screw is not going in to the wall? 
No Problem. You probably have 
a metal frame.

Use a special metal self drilling screw.

We got your back 

Drilling a Pilot Hole?
Use a X/X” Drill Bit. 

You may also need anchors 
if drilling into drywall.

Contact us at Hello@Mood.design
Especially if it’s about wrong size or damaged shipments. 
We stand behind every product, every order.



Bless thy home

1 2 3
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7 8 Congratulations!

Contact us 

Choose a blind position
( Inside mount or Outside mount )
 

Insert wand hook into the tilter as shown below. Attach valance  
(Attach valance return - for Outside mount only).
Contact us if you need them!
 

Operate your blind:
a. Lift the bottom rail up or pull the bottom rail down.
b. Adjust the slats angle: turn the wand until the slats
are at the desired position.

Install hold down brackets (Optional)

Mount your blind by inserting the head rail ends into the
open mounting brackets. Snap the bracket shut. 

Choose a blind position
( Inside mount or Outside mount )
 

Attach valance clips. 

Inside mount

 

Outside mount

Inside mount Outside mount
Inside mount Outside mount

Cleaning & Maintenance
For a quick fix, wipe them clean with a duster, microfiber 
cloth, or vacuum with a brush attachment.

If blinds are stained, gently spot clean with warm water 
and only mild dishwashing soap. 

Should you ever need to adjust the blind Width or Height, 
it’s possible! Contact us for directions.

Hello@Mood.design

Inside mount

PSALM 114:15

If Inside Mounting, you can 
drill either vertically or 
sideways. Try positioning the 
blind with the brackets, to 
determine the best depth.

If Outside Mounting, mark 
where the brackets should be 
by positioning the brackets 
with the blind already 
inserted. we recommend 
using a level.

Inside mount Outside mount

Inside mount Outside mount


